At the start...get together as a team, learn each others names and plan to stick together!
1) Drenched Goose  Each team sits in a circle on the ground. One person is chosen to be it.
This is like the game Duck Duck Goose, the person who is “it” goes around the circle tapping
each person on the head and saying “Duck”, the person who he calls “goose”, gets the cupful of
water on their head. That goose is then “it”.
2) Muddy Farmer  Each team must have equal number of players. Race to see which team
can finish first. Each player should: get into the muddy clothes, boots and hat; run to the cone
and back and then get out of the muddy clothes so the next player can go.
3) Condiment Twister  Each team has a twister mat (you can also split your team in half and
each half play a game)Twister game should be loaded with gooey stuff. You spin the spinner
and call out what the kids should do. (You can also adlib if you want!) If a player falls, they are
out. Last team with a player standing wins! Please reload the twister mats before you move on
to the next station.
4) Dirty Dodge Ball  This is just like regular dodge ball, just using water soaked balls. If a player
gets hit with a ball, they are out. You can be the referee for this.
5) Volleyball a la Mud  Each team takes a side of the volleyball court. Play volleyball with a
large exercise ball covered in chocolate “mud”. You can add extra hits per side (such as six hits
per side) or whatever you want to make the game more fun. Recover the ball with chocolate
before you move on. :)
6) Slippery Slope  Each team races to see who can pick up their 20 letters first. Each player
runs onto the slippery slope, picks up one letter and puts it in the bucket. Then the next player
goes and so on until they have their 20 letters in the bucket. Once the slippery slope is cleared
of all alphabet letters, the players can have fun slipping and sliding on the tarp. Please reload the
tarp with soap, water and objects before you move on.
7) Mud Feed  Have your team get into partners of two. One will be a feeder, one will be the
eater. The one who will be feeding the other gets blindfolded. Get your 45 cups of pudding and
bottle of whipped cream ready. Wait for the other team to be ready because you will be
competing against them. Make sure you have equal numbers of players .Tell them what they will
be doing... (the blindfolded feeder and the eater run out together to the chair, feeder feeds the
eater all the pudding, sprays some whipped cream into their mouth and then runs back, puts the
blindfold on the next feeder and they repeat the same thing) First team back wins
the prize of a gummy worm...2nd place gets a sour one. Use only 1 bottle of cream per team.
8) Bridge of Burgundy  Jathan and Josh direct the teams to play over and in the MUD PIT!

